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Abstract
A perturbative regime based on contorsion as a dynamical variable and
metric as a (classical) fixed background, is performed in the context of a pure
Yang-Mills formulation based on GL(3, R) gauge group. In the massless case
we show that the theory propagates three degrees of freedom and only one is
a non-unitary mode. Next, we introduce quadratical terms dependent on tor-
sion, which preserve parity and general covariance. The linearized version re-
produces an analogue Hilbert-Einstein-Fierz-Pauli unitary massive theory plus
three massless modes, two of them non-unitary ones. Finally we confirm the ex-
istence of a family of unitary Yang-Mills-extended theories which are classically
consistent with Einstein’s solutions coming from non massive and topologically
massive gravity.
1 Introduction
There were some contributions on the exploration of classical consistency of a pure
Yang-Mills (YM) type formulation for gravity, including the cosmological extension
[1, 2] (and the references therein), among others. In those references, Einstein’s theory
is recovered after the imposition of torsion constraints.
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Unfortunately, the path to a quantum version (if it is finally possible) is not
straightforward. For example, it is well known that the Lagrangian of a pure YM
theory based on the Lorentz group SO(3, 1) ≃ SL(2, C) [3] leads to a non-positive
Hamiltonian (due to non-compactness of the aforementioned gauge group) and, then
the canonical quantization procedure fails. However, there is a possible way out if it is
considered an extension of the YM model thinking about a theory like Gauss-Bonnet
with Torsion[3] and this is confirmed because the existence of a possible family of
quadratical curvature theories from which can be recovered unitarity[10].
A first aim of this work is to expose, with some detail, a similar (and obvious)
situation about non-unitarity in a YM formulation with GL(3, R) as a gauge group
in both massless and massive theories. There is an interest focussed in the study of
massive gravity and propagating torsion[11], among others. Particularly, the massive
versions that we shall explore here arise, on one hand from some quadratical terms set
(T 2-terms) preserving parity which depends on torsion (the old idea about considering
T 2-terms in a dynamical theory of torsion has been considered in the past[4]) and,
at a perturbative regime they give rise to a Fierz-Pauli’s massive term. On the other
hand, we review the topologically masive version of the YM gravity[2] which do not
preserves parity and how is the way to reach unitarity.
Whatever the model considered, throughout this work we follow the spirit of
Kibble’s idea[5] treating the metric as a fixed background, meanwhile the torsion
(contorsion) shall be considered as a dynamical field and it would be thought as a
quantum fluctuation around a classical fixed background.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to a brief re-
view on notation of the cosmologically extended YM formulation[1] in N -dimensions
and its topologically massive version in 2 + 1 dimension[2]. In section 3, we con-
sider the scheme of linearization of the massless theory around a fixed Minkowskian
background, allowing fluctuations on torsion. Next, the Lagrangian analysis of con-
straints and construction of the reduced action is performed, showing that this theory
does propagate degrees of freedom, including a ghost. In section 4, we introduce an
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appropiate T 2-terms, which preserve parity, general covariance, and its linearization
gives rise to a Fierz-Pauli mass term. There, the non-positive definite Hamiltonian
problem gets worse: the Lagrangian analysis shows that the theory has more non-
unitary degrees of freedom and we can’t expect other thing. Gauge transformations
are explored in section 5. Although T 2-terms provide mass only to some spin com-
ponent of contorsion, the linearized theory loses the gauge invariance and there is
no residual invariance. This is clearly established through a standard procedure for
the study of possible chains of gauge generators[6]. In section 6 we confirm the well
known fact that there exists a family of theories which can cure the ghost problem[10]
and they are classically consistent when it is shown that the set of solutions contains
the Einsteinians ones. We end up with some concluding remarks.
2 A pure Yang-Mills formulation for gravity: mass-
less and topological massive cases
Let M be an N -dimensional manifold with a metric, gµν provided. A (principal) fiber
bundle is constructed with M and a 1-form connection is given, (Aλ)
µ
ν which will be
non metric dependent. The affine connection transforms as Aλ
′ = UAλU
−1+U∂λU
−1
under U ∈ GL(N,R). Torsion and curvature tensors are T µλν = (Aλ)µν− (Aν)µλ and
Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ, Aν ], respectively. Components of the Riemann tensor are
Rσαµν ≡ (Fνµ)σα. The gauge invariant action with cosmological contribution is[1]
S(N)0 = κ
2(4−N)〈− 1
4
tr F αβFαβ + q(N)λ
2
〉
, (1)
where κ2 is in length units,
〈
...
〉 ≡ ∫ dNx√−g(...), λ is the cosmologic constant and
the parameter q(N) = 2(4−N)/(N − 2)2(N − 1) depends on dimension. The shape
of q(N) allows the recovering of (free) Einstein’s equations as a particular solution
when the torsionless Lagrangian constraints are imposed and q(N) changes it sign
when N > 5. The field equations are Tg
αβ = −κ2gαβλ2 where Tgαβ ≡ κ2 tr[F ασF βσ−
3
gαβ
4
F µνFµν ] is the energy-momentum tensor of gravity, and equation coming from
variation of connection is 1√−g ∂α(
√−g F αλ) + [Aα, F αλ] = 0, which can be rewritten
as follows
∇µRσλ −∇λRσµ = 0 , (2)
and the trace σ − λ gives the expected condition R = constant.
It is well known that the introduction of a Chern-Simons lagrangian term (CS)
in the Hilbert-Einstein formulation of gravity provides a theory which describes a
massive excitation of a graviton in 2+1 dimensions[7]. If a cosmological term is
included, the cosmologically extended topological massive gravity (TMGλ) arises[8].
The aforementioned action is
S =
1
κ2
∫
d3x
√−g(R + λ) + 1
κ2µ
SCS , (3)
where µ is in (lenght)−1 units and SCS is the CS action. In a Riemannian space-time,
the action (3) gives the field equation, Rµν − gµν
2
R − λgµν + 1
µ
Cµν = 0 where Cµν
is the (traceless) Cotton tensor. The trace of the field equation gives a consistency
condition on the trace of the Ricci tensor (this means, R = −6λ). Starting with
the field equation, it is possible to write down an hyperbolic-causal equation which
describes a massive propagation for the Ricci tensor as follows
(∇µ∇µ − µ2)Rµν − RαβRαβgµν + 3RαµRαν + µ
2
3
Rgµν
−3
2
RRµν +
1
2
R2gµν = 0 , (4)
where ∇µ is taken with Christoffel’s symbols.
Next, we can explore consistence of a Yang-Mills type formulation for topologi-
cal massive gravity with cosmological constant (GTMGλ), verifying the existence of
causal propagation and the fact that standard TMGλ can be recovered from GTMGλ
at the torsionless limit. The GTMGλ model is[2]
SGTMGλ = S
(3)
0 +
mκ2
2
〈
εµνλ tr
(
Aµ∂νAλ +
2
3
AµAνAλ
)〉
, (5)
4
which does not preserve parity and S(3)0 is given by (1) for N = 3. Moreover this
model is gauge variant because the Chern-Simons transforms like
δUSCS = −mκ
2
2
∫
d3x ǫµνλ tr ∂ν
[
Aµ∂λUU
−1]− 4π2κ2mW (U) , (6)
where W (U) ≡ 1
24pi2
∫
d3x ǫµνλ tr
(
U−1∂µUU
−1∂νUU
−1∂λU
)
is the ”winding number”
of the gauge transformation U .
The torsionless limit of (5) can be explored by introducing nine torsion’s con-
straints through the new action S ′ = SGTMGλ + κ
2
∫
d3x
√−g bαβ εβλσ(Aλ)ασ, where
bαβ are Lagrange multipliers. Variation on connection and metric gives rise the fol-
lowing field equations
∇µRσλ −∇λRσµ −mενρσ(gλνRµρ − gµνRλρ − 2
3
Rgλνgµρ) = 0 , (7)
RσµR
σ
ν − RRµν + gµν
4
R2 − gµνλ2 = 0 , (8)
and Lagrange multipliers are
bµν =
mR
6
gµν . (9)
The trace σ − λ of (7) leads to the following consistency condition
R = constant , (10)
and due to this condition on the Ricci scalar, we can test particular solutions of the
type Rµν =
R
3
gµν , by pluging them in (8), and this gives
R = ±6 | λ | , (11)
verifying the existence of (Anti) de Sitter solutions.
A quick look on causal propagation of the theory can be performed writing a
second order equation from (7), this means
(∇α∇α −m2)Rµν − RαβRαβgµν + 3RαµRαν + m
2R
3
gµν
−3R
2
Rµν +
R2
2
gµν = 0 , (12)
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which describes a massive hyperbolic-causal propagation of graviton. So, GTMGλ
contains as a particular case the TMGλ classical formulation (at the torsionless limit)
if we take the mass value m as the CS (m = µ) and the consistency condition (10) is
fixed as (11).
We underline that GTMGλ is gauge variant under GL(3, R), due to the presence of
the CS term. However, it is well known by taking boundary conditions on the elements
U , the term
∫
d3x ǫµνλ tr ∂ν
[
Aµ∂λUU
−1] in (6), goes to zero and the transformation
rule now is δUS = −4π2κ2mW (U). If we demand that the expectation value of a
gauge invariant operator (i.e., < O >≡ Z−1 ∫ DAO(A) eiS with the gauge invariant
measure DA and the normalization constant Z) must be gauge invariant too, it
is required that −4π2κ2mW (U) be an integral multiple of 2π and a quantization
condition on the parameter κ2m must arises. This fact occurs, at least, by performing
a restriction on the covariance of the theory, this means, taking a compact subgroup
of GL(3, R) (i.e., SO(3)).
3 Linearization of the massless theory
With a view on the performing of a perturbative study of the massive model, we wish
to note some aspects of the variational analysis of free action (1) in 2+1 dimensions.
As we had said above, the connection shall be considered as a dynamical field whereas
the space-time metric would be a fixed background, in order to explore (in some sense)
the isolated behavior of torsion (contorsion) and avoid higher order terms in the field
equations. For simplicity we shall assume λ = 0.
Then, let us consider a Minkowskian space-time with a metric diag(−1, 1, 1) pro-
vided and, obviously with no curvature nor torsion. The notation is
gαβ = ηαβ , (13)
F
αβ
= 0 , (14)
T
λ
µν = 0 . (15)
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It can be observed that curvature F
αβ
= 0 and torsion T
λ
µν = 0, in a space-time with
metric gαβ = ηαβ satisfy the background equations,
1√−g ∂α(
√−g Fαλ)+[Aα, Fαλ] = 0
and T g
αβ
= 0, identically.
Thinking in variations
Aµ = Aµ + aµ , |aµ| ≪ 1 , (16)
for this case Aµ = 0. Then, action (1) takes the form
S(3)L0 = κ
2
〈− 1
4
tr fαβ(a)fαβ(a)
〉
, (17)
where fαβ(a) = ∂αaβ − ∂βaα and (17) is gauge invariant under
δaµ = ∂µω , (18)
with ω ∈ G = U(1)× ...32...× U(1).
In order to describe in detail the action (17), let us consider the following decom-
position for perturbed connection
(aµ)
α
β
= ǫσαβkµσ + δ
α
µvβ − ηµβvα , (19)
where kµν = kνµ and vµ are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the rank
two perturbed contorsion (i. e., the rank two contorsion is Kµν ≡ −12ǫσρνKσµρ),
respectively. It can be noted that decomposition (19) has not been performed in
irreducible spin components and explicit writing down of the traceless part of kµν
would be needed. This component will be considered when the study of reduced
action shall be performed. Using (19) in (17), we get
S(3)L0 = κ
2
〈
kµνk
µν + ∂µk
µσ∂νk
ν
σ − 2ǫσαβ∂αvβ∂νkνσ − vµvµ + (∂µvµ)2
〉
, (20)
which is gauge invariant under the following transformation rules (induced by (18))
δkµν = ∂µξν + ∂νξµ , (21)
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δvµ = −ǫσρµ∂σξρ , (22)
with ξµ ≡ 14ǫβαµwαβ . These transformation rules clearly show that only the antisym-
metric part of w is needed (i. e.: only three gauge fixation would be chosen).
In expression (20) we can observe that the term vµv
µ has a wrong sign, telling
us about the non-unitarity property of the theory. However, field equations are
2kµν − ∂µ∂σkσν − ∂ν∂σkσµ + ǫσρµ∂ν∂σvρ + ǫσρν∂µ∂σvρ = 0 , (23)
ǫσρβ∂σ∂µk
µ
ρ +v
β + ∂β∂µv
µ = 0 , (24)
and note that (23) satisfies the consistency condition
k − ∂µ∂νkµν = 0 . (25)
Divergence of (24) says that ∂µv
µ is a massless 0-form then, if we define ∂ˆσ ≡

− 1
2∂σ, the following relation can be written
vβ = −ǫσρβ ∂ˆσ∂ˆµkµρ , (26)
up to a massless-transverse 1-form. Using (26) in (23), gives rise to
kµν − ∂µ∂σkσν − ∂ν∂σkσµ + ∂µ∂νk = 0 , (27)
up to a massless 0-form. This last equation with condition (25) would suggests a
possible equivalence with the model for gravitons of the linearized Hilbert-Einstein
theory (i. e.: free gravity in 2 + 1 does not propagate degrees of freedom). However,
this suggestion is wrong because we were dropped out some light modes and, then it
is necessary to take into account both massive and massless complete sets of modes
(light modes are relevant at the lower energy regime).
Now, let us study the system of Lagrangian constraints in order to explore the
number of degrees of freedom. A possible approach consists in a 2+ 1 decomposition
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of the action (20) in the way
S(3)L0 = κ
2
〈
[−k˙0i + 2∂ik00 − 2∂nkni − 2ǫinv˙n + 2ǫin∂nv0]k˙0i
+k˙ijk˙ij + [2ǫnj∂nk00 + 2ǫnj∂mknm − v˙j − 2∂jv0]v˙j
+2(v˙0)
2 + k00∆k00 − 2k0i∆k0i + kij∆kij − (∂iki0)2
+∂nkni∂mkmi − 2ǫij∂ivj∂nkn0 − 2ǫlm∂mv0∂nknl +
v0∆v0 − vi∆vi + (∂nvn)2
〉
(28)
and using a Transverse-Longitudinal (TL) decomposition[9] with notation
k00 ≡ n , (29)
hi0 = h0i ≡ ∂ikL + ǫil∂lkT , (30)
kij = kji ≡ (ηij∆− ∂i∂j)kTT + ∂i∂jkLL
+(ǫik∂k∂j + ǫjk∂k∂i)k
TL (31)
v0 ≡ q , (32)
vi ≡ ∂ivL + ǫil∂lvT , (33)
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where ∆ ≡ ∂i∂i, eq. (28) can be rewritten as follows
S(3)L0 = κ
2
〈
k˙L∆k˙L + k˙T∆k˙T + v˙L∆v˙L + v˙T∆v˙T
+2v˙L∆k˙T − 2v˙T∆k˙L + (∆k˙TT )2 + (∆k˙LL)2
+2(∆k˙TL)2 + 2(q˙)2 − 2n∆k˙L + 2n∆v˙T
+2q∆v˙L − 2q∆k˙T + 2∆kLL∆k˙L + 2∆kTL∆k˙T
+2∆kLL∆v˙T − 2∆kTL∆v˙L + q∆q + n∆n
+(∆kL)2 + 2(∆kT )2 + 2(∆vL)2 + (∆vT )2
+2∆vT∆kL + 2q∆2kTL +∆kTT∆2kTT
+∆kTL∆2kTL
〉
(34)
Primary Lagrangian constraints, joined to some links among accelerations, can
be obtained through an inspection on field equations, which arise from (34). A
”Coulomb” gauge is defined by the constraints ∂ikiµ = 0, which can be rewritten
in terms of the TL-decomposition as follows (up to harmonics)
kL = kLL = kTL = 0 , (35)
and preservation provides the next conditions for longitudinal velocities and acceler-
ations
k˙L = k˙LL = k˙TL = 0 , (36)
k¨L = k¨LL = k¨TL = 0 . (37)
Equations (35) and (36) are six Lagrangian constraints.
Field equations with the help of gauge constraints, give the following five (primary)
constraints
n = 0 , (38)
vT = 0 , (39)
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v˙T = 0 , (40)
k˙T − v˙L + q = 0 , (41)
∆kT −∆vL + q˙ = 0 , (42)
n = n˙ = vT = v˙T = 0 k˙T − v˙L+ q = ∆kT −∆vL+ q˙ = 0 and accelerations are related
through
v¨T = −n˙ , (43)
k¨T + v¨L = q˙ + 2∆kT , (44)
k¨TT = ∆kTT , (45)
q¨ = ∆q . (46)
Systematic preservation of constraints (38) and (42) provide a new constraint
n˙ = 0 , (47)
and accelerations
n¨ = 0 , (48)
v¨T = 0 , (49)
k¨T = ∆kT , (50)
v¨L = ∆vL . (51)
In short, there is a set of twelve constraints
n = n˙ = vT = v˙T = kL = k˙L = kLL = k˙LL = kTL = k˙TL = 0 , (52)
k˙T − v˙L + q = 0 , (53)
∆kT −∆vL + q˙ = 0 , (54)
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then, there are three degrees of freedom, and the constraint system give rise to reduced
action
S(3)L∗0 = κ
2
〈
4k˙T∆k˙T + 4(∆kT )2 + 4(q˙)2
+4q∆q + (∆k˙TT )2 +∆kTT∆2kTT
〉
(55)
Introducing notation
Q ≡ 2q , (56)
QT ≡ 2(−∆) 12kT , (57)
QTT ≡ ∆kTT , (58)
the reduced action is rewritten as follows
S(3)L∗0 = κ
2
〈
QQ−QTQT +QTTQTT 〉 , (59)
showing two unitary and one non-unitary modes, then the Hamiltonian is not positive
definite. This study could also have considered from the point of view of the exchange
amplitude procedure, in which is considered the coupling to a (conserved) energy-
momentum tensor of some source, trough Lagrangian terms κkµνT
µν and χvµJ
µ.
4 YM gravity with parity preserving massive term
It can be possible to write down a massive version which respect parity, for example
S(3)m = S
(3)
0 − m
2κ2
2
〈
T σσνT
ρ
ρ
ν − T λµνTµλν − 1
2
T λµνTλµν
〉
. (60)
In a general case, if we allow independent variations on metric and connection two
types of field equations can be obtained. On one hand, variations on metric give rise to
the expression of the gravitacional energy-momentum tensor, Tg
αβ ≡ κ2 tr[F ασF βσ −
gαβ
4
F µνFµν ], in other words
Tg
αβ = −Ttαβ − κ2gαβλ2 , (61)
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where Tt
αβ ≡ −m2κ2[3tασtβσ+3tσαtσβ−tασtσβ−tσαtβσ−(tαβ+tβα)tσσ− 5gαβ2 tµνtµν+
3gαβ
2
tµνtνµ+
gαβ
2
(tσ
σ)2] is the torsion contribution to the energy-momentum distribu-
tion and tαβ ≡ εµνα
2
T βµν . This says, for example, that the quest of possible black
hole solutions must reveal a dependence on parameters m2 and λ2.
On the other hand, variations on connection provide the following equations
1√−g ∂α(
√−g F αλ) + [Aα, F αλ] = Jλ , (62)
where the current is (Jλ)ν σ = m
2(δλσK
ρ
ρ
ν − δνσKρρλ + 2Kνσλ) and the contorsion
Kλµν ≡ 12(T λµν + Tµλν + Tνλµ). We can observe in (62) that contorsion and metric
appear as sources of gravity, where the cosmological contribution is obviously hide in
space-time metric. In a weak torsion regime, equation (62) takes a familiar shape,
this means ∇αF αλ = Jλ.
Now we explore the perturbation of the massive case given at (60) and with the
help of (19), the linearized action is
S(3)Lm = κ
2
〈
kµνk
µν + ∂µk
µσ∂νk
ν
σ − 2ǫσαβ∂αvβ∂νkνσ
−vµvµ + (∂µvµ)2 −m2(kµνkµν − k2)
〉
. (63)
Using a TL-decomposition defined by (29)-(33), we can write (63) in the way
S(3)Lm = κ
2
〈
k˙L∆k˙L + k˙T∆k˙T + v˙L∆v˙L + v˙T∆v˙T + 2v˙L∆k˙T − 2v˙T∆k˙L
+(∆k˙TT )2 + (∆k˙LL)2 + 2(∆k˙TL)2 + 2(q˙)2 − 2n∆k˙L + 2n∆v˙T
+2q∆v˙L − 2q∆k˙T + 2∆kLL∆k˙L + 2∆kTL∆k˙T + 2∆kLL∆v˙T
−2∆kTL∆v˙L + q∆q + n∆n + (∆kL)2 + 2(∆kT )2 + 2(∆vL)2
+(∆vT )2 + 2∆vT∆kL + 2q∆2kTL +∆kTT∆2kTT +∆kTL∆2kTL
+m2[−2kL∆kL − 2kT∆kT − 2(∆kTL)2 − 2n(∆kTT +∆kLL)
+2∆kTT∆kLL]
〉
. (64)
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Here, there is no gauge freedom (as it shall be confirmed in next section) and field
equations provide primary constraints and some accelerations. The preservation pro-
cedure gives rise to expressions for all accelerations
n¨ = ∆k˙L , (65)
k¨L = −∆k˙TT + n˙ , (66)
k¨T = ∆k˙TL , (67)
k¨LL = k˙L + v˙T +m2kTT −m2∆−1n , (68)
k¨TL =
1
2
(k˙T − v˙L +∆kTL + q − 2m2kTL) , (69)
k¨TT = ∆kTT +m2kLL −m2∆−1n , (70)
q¨ =
1
2
(∆v˙L −∆k˙T +∆2kTL +∆q) , (71)
v¨L = −q˙ + 2∆vL , (72)
v¨T = −∆k˙TT −∆k˙LL +∆kL +∆vT , (73)
and a set of eight constraints
v˙T − k˙L + n−m2(kTT + kLL) = 0 , (74)
∆k˙LL −∆kL −∆vT +m2kL = 0 , (75)
∆k˙TL − q˙ −∆kT +∆vL +m2kT = 0 , (76)
∆k˙LL −∆kL −∆vT +m2(k˙TT + k˙LL) = 0 , (77)
k˙L +∆kTT − n = 0 , (78)
k˙T −∆kTL = 0 , (79)
v˙T +∆kTT +m2(kTT + kLL)− 2m2∆−1n = 0 , (80)
n˙−∆kL = 0 , (81)
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which says that this massive theory propagates five degrees of freedom. In order
to explore the physical content, we can take a short path to this purpose and it
means to start with a typical transverse-traceless (Tt) decomposition instead the
TL-decomposition one. Notation for the Tt-decomposition of fields is
kµν = k
Tt
µν + ∂ˆµθ
T
ν + ∂ˆνθ
T
µ + ∂ˆµ∂ˆνψ + ηµνφ , (82)
vµ = v
T
µ + ∂ˆµv , (83)
with the subsidiary conditions
kTtµµ = 0 , ∂
µkTtµν = 0 , ∂
µθT µ = 0 , ∂
µvT µ = 0 . (84)
Action (63) is
S(3)Lm = κ
2
〈
kTtµν(−m2)kTtµν − θT µ(− 2m2)θT µ − 2ǫσαβ∂αvT β 12 θT σ
−vT µvT µ + 2vv + 2φφ+ 4m2ψφ+ 6m2φ2
〉
. (85)
A new transverse variable, aT µ is introduced through
θT µ ≡ ǫµαβ∂ˆαaT β , (86)
and the action (85) is rewritten as
S(3)Lm = κ
2
〈
kTtµν(−m2)kTtµν − aT µ(− 2m2)aT µ − 2aT µvT µ
−vT µvT µ + 2vv + 2φφ+ 4m2ψφ+ 6m2φ2
〉
. (87)
The field equations are
(−m2)kTtµν = 0 , (88)
vT µ = 0 , (89)
v = 0 , (90)
aT µ = 0 , (91)
15
ψ = φ = 0 , (92)
and reduced action is
S(3)L∗m = κ
2
〈
kTtµν(−m2)kTtµν + 2vv − vT µvT µ
〉
, (93)
saying that the contorsion propagates two massive helicities ±2, one massless spin-0
and two massless ghost vectors. Then, there is not positive definite Hamiltonian.
This observation can be confirmed in the next section when we shall write down the
Hamiltonian density and a wrong sign appears in the kinetic part corresponding to
the canonical momentum of vi (see eq. (105)).
5 Gauge transformations
The quadratical Lagrangian density dependent in torsion and presented in (60), has
been constructed without free parameters, with the exception of m2, of course. It has
a particular shape which only gives mass to the spin 2 component of the contorsion,
as we see in the perturbative regime. Let us comment about de non existence of any
possible ”residual” gauge invariance of the model. The answer is that the model lost
its gauge invariance and it can be shown performing the study of symmetries through
computation of the gauge generator chains. For this purpose, a 2 + 1 decomposition
of (63) is performed, this means
S(3)Lm = κ
2
〈
[−k˙0i + 2∂ik00 − 2∂nkni − 2ǫinv˙n + 2ǫin∂nv0]k˙0i + k˙ijk˙ij
+[2ǫnj∂nk00 + 2ǫnj∂mknm − v˙j − 2∂jv0]v˙j + 2(v˙0)2 + k00∆k00
−2k0i∆k0i + kij∆kij − (∂iki0)2 + ∂nkni∂mkmi − 2ǫij∂ivj∂nkn0
−2ǫlm∂mv0∂nknl + v0∆v0 − vi∆vi + (∂nvn)2
+m2[2k0ik0i − kijkij − 2k00kii + (kii)2]
〉
, (94)
where ǫij ≡ ǫ0ij and ∆ ≡ ∂i∂i.
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Next, the momenta are
Π ≡ ∂L
∂k˙00
= 0 , (95)
Πi ≡ ∂L
∂k˙0i
= −2k˙0i − 2ǫinv˙n + 2∂iki0 − 2∂nkni + 2ǫin∂nv0 , (96)
Πij ≡ ∂L
∂k˙ij
= 2k˙ij , (97)
P ≡ ∂L
∂v˙0
= 4v˙0 , (98)
P j ≡ ∂L
∂v˙j
= −2ǫnj k˙0n − 2v˙j + 2ǫnj∂nk00 + 2ǫnj∂mkmn − 2∂jv0 , (99)
and we establish the following commutation rules
{k00(x),Π(y)} = {v0(x), P (y)} = δ2(x− y) , (100)
{k0i(x),Πj(y)} = {vi(x), P j(y)} = δjiδ2(x− y) , (101)
{kij(x),Πnm(y)} = 1
2
(δniδ
m
j + δ
m
iδ
n
j)δ
2(x− y) . (102)
It can be noted that (95) is a primary constraint that we name
G(K) ≡ Π , (103)
where K means the initial index corresponding to a possible gauge generator chain,
provided by the algorithm developed in reference[6]. Moreover, manipulating (97)
and (99), other primary constraints appear
G
(K)
i ≡ ∂nkni − ǫin∂nv0 −
ǫin
4
P n +
1
4
Πi , (104)
and we observe that G(K) and G
(K)
i are first class.
The preservation of constraints requires to obtain the Hamiltonian of the model.
First of all, the Hamiltonian density can be written as H0 = Πih˙0i + Πijh˙ij + P v˙0 +
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P iv˙i − L, in other words
H0 = Π
ijΠij
4
+
P 2
8
− P
iP i
4
+ ǫnj∂mknmP
j + v0[∂iP
i + 4ǫml∂m∂nknl]
+k00[2∂m∂nkmn − ǫnm∂nPm + 2m2kii] + 2k0i∆k0i − kij∆kij
+(∂iki0)
2 − 2∂nkni∂mkmi + 2ǫij∂ivj∂nkn0 + vi∆vi − (∂nvn)2
−m2[2k0ik0i − kijkij + (kii)2] . (105)
Then, the Hamiltonian is H0 =
∫
dy2H0(y) ≡
〈H0〉y and the preservation of G(K),
defined in (103) is
{G(K)(x), H0} = −2∂m∂nkmn(x) + ǫnm∂nPm(x)− 2m2kii(x) . (106)
The possible generators chain is given by the rule: ”G(K−1)+{G(K)(x), H0} =combination
of primary constraints”, then
G(K−1)(x) = 2∂m∂nkmn(x)− ǫnm∂nPm(x) + 2m2kii(x)
+
〈
a(x, y)G(K)(y) + bi(x, y)G
(K)
i (y)
〉
y
. (107)
The preservation of G
(K)
i , defined in (104), is
{G(K)i (x), H0} =
∂nΠ
ni(x)
2
− ǫin
4
∂nP (x) +
ǫin
2
∆vn(x) +
ǫin
2
∂n∂mvm(x)
+
ǫnm
2
∂i∂nvm(x)− (∆−m2)k0i(x) , (108)
then
G
(K−1)
i (x) = −
∂nΠ
ni(x)
2
+
ǫin
4
∂nP (x)− ǫin
2
∆vn(x)− ǫin
2
∂n∂mvm(x)
−ǫnm
2
∂i∂nvm(x) + (∆−m2)k0i(x)
+
〈
ai(x, y)G(K)(y) + bij(x, y)G
(K)
j (y)
〉
y
. (109)
The undefined objects a(x, y), bi(x, y), ai(x, y) and bij(x, y) in expressions (107)
and (109), are functions or distributions. If it is possible, they can be fixed in a way
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that the preservation of G(K−1)(x) and G
(K−1)
i (x) would be combinations of primary
constraints. With this, the generator chains could be interrupted and we simply take
K = 1. Of course, the order K − 1 = 0 generators must be first class, as every one.
Next, we can see that all these statements depend on the massive or non-massive
character of the theory.
Taking a chain with K = 1, the candidates to generators of gauge transformation
are (103), (104), (107) and (109). But, the only non null commutators are
{G(1)i (x), G(0)j (y)} =
m2
4
ηijδ
2(x− y) , (110)
{G(0)(x), G(0)i (y)} = m2
(
∂iδ
2(x− y) + b
i(x, y)
4
)
, (111)
saying that the system of ”generators” is not first class. Moreover, the unsuccessful
conditions (in the m2 6= 0 case) to interrupt the chains, are
{G(0)(x), H0} = m2(Πnn(x)− 2∂nk0n(x)) , (112)
{G(0)i (x), H0} = m2(∂nkin(x) + ∂ik00(x)− ∂iknn(x)) , (113)
where we have fixed
a(x, y) = 0 , (114)
bi(x, y) = −2∂iδ2(x− y) , (115)
ai(x, y) = 0 , (116)
bij(x, y) = 0 . (117)
All this indicates that in the case where m2 6= 0 there is not a first class consistent
chain of generators and, then there is no gauge symmetry.
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However, if we revisit the case m2 = 0, conditions (112) and (113) are zero and
the chains are interrupted. Now, the generators G(1), G
(1)
i , G
(0) and G
(0)
i are first
class. Using (114)-(115), the generators are rewritten again
G(1) ≡ Π , (118)
G
(1)
i ≡ ∂nkni − ǫin∂nv0 −
ǫin
4
P n +
1
4
Πi , (119)
G(0) = −ǫnm
2
∂nP
m − ∂nΠ
n
2
, (120)
G
(0)
i = −
∂nΠ
ni
2
+
ǫin
4
∂nP − ǫin
2
∆vn − ǫin
2
∂n∂mvm − ǫnm
2
∂i∂nvm +∆k0i . (121)
Introducing the parameters ε(x) and εi(x), a combination of (118)-(121) is taken
into account in the way that the gauge generator is
G(ε˙, ε˙i, ε, εi) =
〈
ε˙(x)G(1)(x) + ε˙i(x)G
(1)
i (x) + ε(x)G
(0)(x) + εi(x)G
(0)
i (x)
〉
, (122)
and with this, for example the field transformation rules (this means, δ(...) = {(...), G})
are written as
δk00 = ε˙ , (123)
δk0i =
ε˙i
4
+
∂iε
2
, (124)
δkij =
1
4
(∂iεj + ∂jεi) , (125)
δv0 =
ǫnm
4
∂nεm , (126)
δvi =
ǫin
4
ε˙n − ǫin
2
∂nε , (127)
and, redefining parameters as follows: ε ≡ 2ξ0 and εi = 4ξi, it is very easy to see that
these rules match with (21) and (22), as we expected.
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6 YM-extended formulation
Here we review a possible quadratical term family which allows to eliminate non-
unitary propagations in the contorsion (torsion) perturbative regime in 2 + 1 dimen-
sion. The most general shape of a Lagrangian counter terms set is
S(3)0 = κ
2
〈− 1
4
(F µν)σρ(Fµν)
ρ
σ
+ a1(Fµν)
σ
ρ
(F µσ)
νρ + a2(Fµν)
σ
ρ
(Fσ
ρ)µν
+a3(Fµσ)
σ
ν
(F µρ)
ρν + a4(Fµσ)
σ
ν
(F νρ)
ρµ + a5((Fµν)
µν)2
〉
, (128)
where a1, a2, a3, a4 and a5 are real parameters.
A naive try to reach unitarity consists to perform a direct matching between the
perturbative action coming from (128) and the linearized Hilbert-Einstein one, given
by
SHE
L = −2κ2〈hµνGLµν〉 = κ2〈hµνhµν + 2∂µhµσ∂νhνσ + 2h∂µ∂νhµν − hh〉 , (129)
where hµν is the metric perturbation and GL
µν is the linearized Einstein’s tensor.
Then, under perturbations of the contorsion (torsion), one can use again eq. (19),
this time in (128). Next, making comparison with (129), a two free parameter system
can be obtained (i.e., a3 ≡ α and a5 ≡ β) and possible unitary theories which
propagates massless spin 2 in 2+1 dimension, are
S(3)(α,β) = κ
2
〈− 1
4
(F µν)σρ(Fµν)
ρ
σ
− (1 + α)(Fµν)σρ(F µσ)νρ
+(
5
8
+
α
2
+ β)(Fµν)
σ
ρ
(Fσ
ρ)µν + α(Fµσ)
σ
ν
(F µρ)
ρν
−(1
2
+ α+ 4β)(Fµσ)
σ
ν
(F νρ)
ρµ + β((Fµν)
µν)2
〉
, (130)
and they are labeled with parameters α and β. There are two possible massives
cases. On one hand, can be considered the topological massive model (5), which is
sensitive under parity. On the other hand, there is a ”Fierz-Pauli” model (60). Our
main pourpose in this section is to study the classical consistence of field equations,
focusing the attention at the massless and topological massive cases.
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In the massless theory with cosmological constant, λ in 2 + 1 dimension, we in-
troduce a cosmological term as follows
S(3)(α,β,λ) = S
(3)
(α,β) + κ
2
〈
q(α, β)λ2
〉
, (131)
where q(α, β) is a (unknown) real function of family’s parameters. Next, in order
to consider classical consistence at the torsionless regime, we take into account some
auxiliary fields (Lagrange multipliers), bµν and the action with torsion constraints is
given by
S ′(3)(α,β,λ) = S
(3)
(α,β) + κ
2
〈
q(α, β)λ2
〉
+ κ2
〈
bαβ ε
βλσ(Aλ)
α
σ
〉
, (132)
where arbitrary variations on fields bµν , obviously provide the condition T
α
µν = 0.
Then, the field equation coming from variations of connection is
∇µ(Fµν)σρ + bρµ εµνσ = 0 , (133)
where Fµν is defined in terms of the Yang-Mills curvature, Fµν in the way
(Fµν)σρ ≡ (F µν)σρ + 2(1 + α)[(F µρ)νσ − (F νρ)µσ] + (
5
4
+ α + 2β)[(Fρ
σ)νµ − (Fρσ)µν ]
+2α[(F νλ)
λσδµρ − (F µλ)λσδνρ] + (1 + 2α + 8β)[(F σλ)λµδνρ − (F σλ)λνδµρ]
+2β(Fλκ)
λκ(gµσδνρ − gνσδµρ) ,
(134)
and now, we can match the YM curvature with the Riemann-Christoffel one (i. e.,
(Fµν)αβ = Rαβνµ), which satisfies the well known algebraic properties and Bianchi
identities recalling as follows
Symmetry : Rαβνµ = Rνµαβ , (135)
Antisymmetry : Rαβνµ = −Rβανµ = Rβαµν = −Rαβµν , (136)
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Cyclicity : Rαβνµ +Rαµβν +Rανµβ = 0 , (137)
Bianchi identities : ∇σRαβνµ +∇µRαβσν +∇νRαβµσ = 0 . (138)
In 2 + 1 dimension, the curvature tensor can be written in terms of Ricci’s tensor
(Rµσ ≡ Rλµλσ) and its trace (R ≡ Rλλ) in the way Rλµνσ = gλνRµσ − gλσRµν −
gµνRλσ + gµσRλν − R2 (gλνgµσ − gλσgµν). So, the object defined in (134) takes the
shape
(Fσν)λµ = (3
2
+ 4β)Rλµνσ + (1 + 8β)(gµνRλσ − gµσRλν)
+ 2βR(gλνgµσ − gλσgµν) , (139)
which do not depend on parameter α. Moreover, if β is fixed as
β = −1
8
, (140)
then, relation (139) leads to
(Fσν)λµ |β=− 1
8
= Rλµνσ − R
4
(gλνgµσ − gλσgµν) , (141)
and this one satisfies all symmetry properties of a curvature, showing in relations
(135)-(137) with the exception of the Bianchi identities, (138). It can be noted that
the trace of (141), this means (Fσλ)λµ is the Einstein’s tensor.
Next, some discussion on the critical value (140) shall be performed when the con-
nection’s field equation is taking into account. With the help of symmetry properties,
Bianchi’s identities, and relationship between Riemann-Christoffel and Ricci tensor,
the field equation (133) can be rewritten as follows
(
1
2
− 4β)∇ρRνσ − (3
2
+ 4β)∇σRνρ + (1
2
+ 2β)gνρ∂σR + 2βgνσ∂ρR
+ bρµ ε
µ
νσ = 0 , (142)
and with some algebraic computation, it can be shown (for all β) the next symmetry
property
bνµ = bµν , (143)
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and
(β − 5
8
)bµν = 0 , (144)
(β +
1
8
)∂µR = 0 . (145)
Consistence condition (144) stablishes that the work out of Lagrange multipliers de-
pends on the following restriction
β 6= 5
8
, (146)
then, bµν = 0. Condition (146) induces a wide set of possible vacuum’s solutions,
including non-Einstenian ones beside (A)dS, because eq. (145) becomes an identity
when it is evaluated on the critical β given by (140). This fact is confirmed when
β = −1
8
is introduced in eq. (142), in other words
∇ρRνσ −∇σRνρ = 0 , (147)
where notation means
Rµν ≡ Rµν − gµν
4
R . (148)
It can be observed that equation (147) looks like eq. (2), but here, as one can expect
the trace σ − λ of (147) is an identity.
In order to conclude the comments on the massless theory, next we consider the
field equation which comes from variations on metric of the action (132) and it can
be written in terms of Ricci’s tensor and Ricci’s scalar as follows
(
3
2
− α + 12β)RσµRσν − (1
2
− α + 6β)RRµν − (1− α + 4β)RσρRσρgµν
+ (
5
16
− α
2
+ 2β)R2gµν +
q
2
λ2gµν = 0 . (149)
Immediately, the consistence with (A)dS solutions is evaluated by replacing the con-
tractions of Rρµνσ = λ(gρσgµν − gρνgµσ) in (149). This gives
q(α) =
3
2
− 4α , (150)
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and this indicates that if α = 3
8
is introduced in action (132) get implicit (A)dS
solutions from its field equations.
Now we take a look on the GTMGλ formulation, considering the YM-extended
action at the torsionless limit, this means
S ′ = S(3)(α,β) +
mκ2
2
〈
εµνλ tr
(
Aµ∂νAλ +
2
3
AµAνAλ
)〉
+ κ2
〈
q(α)λ2
〉
+κ2
〈
bαβ ε
βλσ(Aλ)
α
σ
〉
, (151)
where q(α) is defined by (150) then, this action is consistent with (A)dS solutions
when m = 0. Variations on the metric conduce to the known equations (149). So,
the connection field equation is
∇µ(Fµν)σρ +
m
2
εαβν(Fαβ)
σ
ρ
+ bρµ ε
µνσ = 0 , (152)
and (Fµν)σρ is defined in (134). Recalling that (Fµν)αβ = Rαβνµ in a torsionless
space-time, equation (152) can be rewritten in terms of Ricci’s tensor as follows
(
1
2
− 4β)∇ρRνσ − (3
2
+ 4β)∇σRνρ + (1
2
+ 2β)gνρ∂σR + 2βgνσ∂ρR
−mεαβν(gασRβρ − gαρRβσ − R
2
gασgβρ) + bρµ ε
µ
νσ = 0 . (153)
Performing some algebraic manipulation on this last equation, conditions (143) and
(145), which establish the symmetry property of Lagrange multipliers and the inde-
termination of scalar curvature when β = −1
8
, rise again in a similar way that they
do in the massless theory.
Then, using condition (146), the Lagrange multipliers are given by
bµν = 2
(
β + 1
8
β − 5
8
)
mRµν −
(
β + 3
8
β − 5
8
)
mR
2
gµν , (154)
and if (140) is fixed, the result (9) is recovered. So, evaluating the theory on β = −1
8
,
the action (153) becomes in a similar form as in (7), this means
∇µRσλ −∇λRσµ −mενρσ(gλνRµρ − gµνRλρ − 2
3
R gλνgµρ) = 0 , (155)
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where again Rµν is defined as in (148) and the trace σ − λ is an identity, as one can
expect.
7 Concluding remarks
A perturbative regime based on arbitrary variations of the contorsion and metric
as a (classical) fixed background, is performed in the context of a pure Yang-Mills
formulation of the GL(3, R) gauge group. There, we analyze in detail the physical
content and the well known fact that a variational principle based on the propagation
of torsion (contorsion), as dynamical and possible candidate for a quantum canonical
description of gravity in a pure YM formulation gets serious difficulties.
In the 2 + 1 dimensional massless case we show that the theory propagates three
massless degrees of freedom, one of them a non-unitary mode. Then, introducing
appropiate quadratical terms dependent on torsion, which preserve parity and general
covariance, we can see that the linearized limit do not reproduces an equivalent pure
Hilbert-Einstein-Fierz-Pauli massive theory for a spin-2 mode and, moreover there is
other non-unitary modes. Roughly speaking, at first sight one can blame it on the
kinetic part of YM formulation because the existence of non-positive Hamiltonian
connected with non-unitarity problem. Nevertheless there are other possible models
of Gauss-Bonnet type which could solve the unitarity problem.
Exploring the massless and the topological massive gravity models in 2+1 dimen-
sion, the well known existence of a YM-extended theories family is noted. This family
is labeled with two free parameters, α and β and can cure non-unitary propagations.
Nevertheless, when the classical consistence between these type of theories and
the Einstein’s one is tackled, what we have mentioned as torsionless limit, it is shown
that the parameter α is related with the coupling of the cosmological constant in the
action.
Meanwhile, the parameter β get two types of critical values. On one side, the
number β = 5
8
is connected to the classical consistence requirement which demands the
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introduction of torsion’s Lagrangian constraints with solvable Lagrange multipliers.
On the other side, the value β = −1
8
establishes a wide set of theories, including
the Einstein’s solutions after the imposition of a auxiliary condition R = constant
and non-Einsteinian ones when the Ricci scalar became an arbitrary function. But,
even though the Lagrangian extension of the YM formulation for gravity conduces to
the well known fact that there exists unphysical classical solutions, the same occurs
(in a much less severe way) without these corrections and one can recall the YM
pure formulation gives rise a set of solutions for the massless and topological massive
gravity with the property R = constant and only Einsteinian results can be obtained
if the auxiliary condition R = −6λ is fixed.
A picture with a little bit of generalization including a dynamic metric and non-
Minkowskian background in the perturbative analysis would be considered elsewhere.
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